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Introduction & Rationale
Worldwide, it is estimated that nearly 90% of investors incur losses when investing in
the stock market, inclusive of the inexperienced and veterans of the field, proving the volatility
of the stock market highly likely leads to losses if emotions control one’s process of thought.
According to a study by Forbes in 2019, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) averaged
an increase of 7.3% in annual price from 1990 to 2019. However, the DJIA’s return was 400%
more likely to be either less than 50% or over 200% more than its long-term average in any
year during that period (Elizalde, 2019). The high volatility of the stock market therefore results
in investors to sell all their stocks while emotions run high when they incur losses, thereby
missing the period of market rebound.
This volatility is further displayed during the Covid-19 pandemic. According to
marketplace.org, when major Tech companies revealed the impact of the pandemic on their
businesses on May 1 2020, the DJIA, S&P 500 and Nasdaq composite market dropped 622
points, 81 points and 284 points respectively (Nguyen, 2020). Investors who had stock in these
companies pre-Covid would have hence incurred major losses during this time period.
Although the stock market is volatile, with sudden dips and spikes in prices, the value
of a company can still be calculated and the forecasting of the stock market can be carried out
through the analysis of data, evaluating the effectiveness of selected existing prediction
methods and application of standard deviation. With the recent downfall in the global economy
due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the increase of trade sanctions between countries, it is vital
for investors to invest wisely to reduce any devastating impact on their finances. Therefore,
this project aims to assist investors1 in evaluating the best company to invest in, as well as the
time periods to do so, by making use of data gathered from Yahoo! Finance on the companies
chosen (α).
1

Targeting investors that have less resources or expertise in the field, without access to advanced methods to form predictions
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Objectives
•

To construct a mathematical model that can analyse past data from 2017-2018 and
forecast the future trajectory of selected companies’ stock

•

To combine the aims of forecasting and stock evaluation together to increase work
efficiency

•

To assist investors in deciding the best company to invest in, in order to earn the highest
profit

Research Questions
1. Construct two models: one that forecasts stock price based on Singaporean stock exchange
data from 2017 to 2018, and another that generates the highest profit that can be earned by
investing in one company, both based on existing machine learning models.

2. Combine the two models to form one model that generates the highest profit that could be
earned based on the forecasted data, and thus update/improve the model to determine the
company that can generate the highest profit out of 3 companies’ amount accurately.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the model through comparisons between the forecast and the
actual data of selected companies from 2017 to 2018, and comparisons with other models.

Fields of Mathematics
•

Statistics

•

Probability

•

Data Science

•

Machine Learning
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Terminology
α

Companies in the Singaporean Transport Industry
(29 companies, including: SIA, SATS Ltd., ST Engineering, Yangzijiang Shipbuilding, Pan Ocean Co., ComfortDelGro, SIA Engineering,
Sembcorp Marine Ltd., Hutchison Port Holding Trust, Singapore Post, SBS Transit, COSCO Shipping Intl. (Singapore), EC World Real Estate
Investment Trust, Zheneng Jinjiang Environment Holding Co. Ltd., Samudera Shipping Line Ltd., Penguin Intl., Singapore Shipping Corp.,
Marco Polo Marine Ltd., Dyna Mac Holdings Ltd, GKE Corp. Ltd., Vibrant Group Ltd., ASL Marine Holdings Ltd., SUTL Enterprise Ltd., ASonic Enterprise Ltd., Vallianz Holdings Ltd., Reclaims Global Ltd., Chasen Holdings Ltd., Atlantic Navigation Holdings (Singapore) Ltd.)

β

4 naïve time-series models: Seasonal random walk, seasonal random walk with drift,
simple random walk and simple random walk with drift
β1

Seasonal random walk {𝐸(𝑄𝑡 ) = 𝑄𝑡−4 }, where Qt : Quarter t of a given year

β2

Seasonal random walk with drift {𝐸(𝑄𝑡 ) = 𝑄𝑡−4 + 𝛿 }, where δ : Quarterly
interest (Drift term)

β3

Simple random walk {𝐸(𝑄𝑡 ) = 𝑄𝑡−1 }

β4

Simple random walk with drift {𝐸(𝑄𝑡 ) = 𝑄𝑡−1 + 𝛿}

ARIMA Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average
Epochs

Number of iterations/runs the model completes (increases as data values ran increase)

Batch

Number of predictions made per data value ; lower batch size results in more

Size

predictions trialled (greater accuracy for specific data value)
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Literature Review
A comprehensive literature review allows for the identification of various existing
methods to predict the stock market, as well as evaluation of the most efficient direction with
the greatest potential to improve in forecasting accuracy. Forecasting methods of the stock
market that have been researched on in this project were discovered more than 2 decades ago,
but have been refined constantly over the years and are still used effectively by investors today.
One of these methods are time-series models. Early research concluded that the naïve timeseries family models were more effective than premier ARIMA family models, while β2 was
overall the most effective model out of β (Grigaliūnienė, 2013). This was concluded based on
the comparisons of each model’s Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), calculated as
follows:

MAPE =

1
𝑄𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑄𝑡 )
∑(
),
𝑛
𝑄𝑡

where n is the number of times summation iteration occurs

Grigaliūnienė (2013) concluded that investors utilise naïve time-series models in the
Baltic stock market as premier ARIMA models were too sophisticated for real-world usage.
Instead, β2 was often used as it was most time-efficient whilst giving a sufficient guideline for
predictions, and the data required was convenient to acquire.
Another reasoning behind naïve models outperforming premier models is due to them
allowing greater margins of error. Based on research conducted by Halkos and Kevork (2011),
it was concluded that in fact β were a simplified extension of ARIMA, and that it was often
preferred as forecasts have a wider interval, which produces a lower MAPE. Since β are less
accurate, it correlates to the result that they perform better in real-world scenarios while
ARIMA models perform better under controlled circumstances.
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Overall, this research study suggests naïve models were better for less-sophisticated
investors, but may not be the outright most effective as small details in the predicted values
may be overlooked, and therefore neither naïve time-series model nor premier models are most
appropriate to forecast accurately.
Other models use other methods to forecast stock value, generating various agent
behaviour to factor in uncontrollable variables (eg. Irrational investors). System Dynamic
Modelling (SDM) is used to generate a set of rules that then creates an artificial stock market
(Kunsch, Theys, Chevalier & lacopetta, 2000). It then computes different possible scenarios
that could occur based on various agents’ behaviours. Although in theory these models are
most similar to the real-world, it is based on assumptions made of agent behaviours and may
lead to inaccurate calculations. The wider range of possibilities also creates greater uncertainty.
This thus led to the increase in popularity of machine learning models, as they utilise
both the philosophy of SDM (predicting investor behaviour) with the mathematical concepts
of time-series models, and adds on the concept of repeated trial-and-error training to increase
both accuracy and efficiency. However, they currently are still relatively new when used to
forecast/evaluate stock, therefore in its current state would be unsuitable for novice investors
to use due to its complexity in understanding the mechanics behind it and the results then
presented being understandable only by experienced investors.

Methodology
1. Collect data on the price of stocks for each trading day (2017-2018) from Yahoo! Finance
2. Process collected data using constructed model to forecast stock price and evaluate
optimal periods to invest
3. Combine the two processes to increase efficiency and accuracy in evaluations
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Results
Research Question 1
Methodology:
1. Collect data from Yahoo Finance!’s “Historical Data” page for each company in α
2. Construct the 2 models using Python programming language based on existing
machine learning models
As time (variable ‘T’) and profit (variable ‘P’) are both variables that have no
limitations, one variable must be specified to become a constant to leave one unknown variable.
Therefore, T will be specified to be 1 year, or 365 days.
The first model would forecast stock price. It is based on Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM). It will only forecast the stock price of the company’s data given, but its forecasts get
more accurate as more data is given, which is the key trait of machine learning. This can be
seen in the provided ‘loss’ values (shown below), which are provided to the user when stock
prices of ST Engineering in 2018 were forecasted.
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As shown, the ‘loss’ values for the first 5 iterations ran (epochs) averaged 0.03082
while the 51st to 55th iterations averaged 0.00386, nearly an 8 times improvement in accuracy,
highlighting the advantages machine learning provides.
The second model is based upon Reinforcement Learning (also machine learning),
where it would decide when the investor could buy, sell or hold shares in the company looking
at the data provided, such that he can earn the highest P by the end of T.
The model acts under this scenario: “Investor aims to earn the most profit.”, thus having
this methodology to follow:
Finds the company which generates the highest P within timeframe T, specified by the
investor, when Y amount of money is invested.
Reinforcement Learning was chosen as the model to adapt as it is similar to SDM but
has less number of scenarios created, increasing efficiency and reducing margin for error.
Another reason is due to it utilising the Q-learning algorithm, which finds the maximum P, by
factoring in the next actions when evaluating the best action currently, also known as the
process of exploitation. Thus, it was chosen for Research Question 2 later on. The algorithm
uses the Bellman optimality equation:
𝑄 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) ← 𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + 𝛼 ∙ (𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾 ∙ max 𝑄(𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝑎) − 𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )),
𝑎

Where:
𝑡 : time (specific date)
𝑟𝑡 : reward (P)
𝑎𝑡 : action (buy/sell/hold)
𝑠𝑡 : state ; amount of 𝑟𝑡 one can achieve for 𝑎𝑡
max 𝑄(𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝑎) : highest possible reward (P) for the next date after 𝑎𝑡 is taken
𝑎

𝛾 : discount factor, the probability of earning a profit for every 𝑡
𝛼 : rate at which the model learns, since 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, 𝑎 = 1 has the highest learning rate and is optimal
Q : function to determine the quality of the action ; higher Q means the action is more favourable
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The equation would in turn work based on a Q-table that constantly updates its values
at rate 𝛼. It helps to define the relationship between 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡 and 𝑟𝑡 . An example of a Q-table is
below, since a Q-table related to our model cannot be provided due to it constantly updating:

𝑟𝑡

By using this equation, the best action on each trading day (buy/sell/hold) can be
evaluated by the model, and by the end of T, calculate the sum of all 𝑟𝑡 , or P.
With these, the two models were constructed. Their codes are in the appendix below.

Research Question 2
Methodology:
1. Combine the two models’ code into one body of code by allowing the forecasted data
to be taken in by the second model such that it evaluates based on it, instead of actual
data inputted by the investor previously
2. Improve the accuracy of the model by understanding the rate of accuracy increase in
forecasts by the LSTM model
3. Allow for multiple evaluations to be done, followed by a final evaluation to find the
company that can generate the highest profit compared to 2 other companies
The two models had to have its variables renamed and reconstructed in order to match
each other’s, so that the forecasted data can be brought into the second model for evaluation.
This would allow for the investor to know what actions to take beforehand, rather than learn
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how to make actions based on evaluations done on past data, which would be highly beneficial
for novice investors who have little background knowledge to build upon.
However, in order to ensure the final action output statements are accurate, the forecasts
must first be ensured to be as accurate as possible, as the deviations between the forecasted
data and actual data will be carried forward into the evaluation model and cannot be reduced
at the evaluation stage. This was done by understanding the rate of accuracy increase of the
model. By doing so, a certain cut-off whereby the initial values forecasted should be excluded
can be determined, such that the remaining forecasts have similar deviations.
These deviations were determined by using the ‘loss’ value used previously. After
conducting 300 epochs at batch size 4, the ‘loss’ values of each epoch were plotted, as shown
below (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2: graph of ‘loss’ values provided, with error bars of fixed value 0.002
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From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the first 19 values plotted had error bars that did not
intersect the best-fit curve (the first value was omitted as it was an extreme outlier: 0.1074),
before the most of the following values all fall within the error bar. This would thus suggest
that approximately the first 20 values can be excluded between the forecasting and evaluation
stages to ensure only the most accurate forecasts are evaluated. However, this would only apply
to the first run of the model, as following runs would have been trained and will not exhibit the
initial inaccuracies. If the first 20 values were to be excluded, then the user would also need to
add on the stock prices of the 20 days before the first day that the user wants to evaluate.
Besides this, another result that can be drawn from Fig. 2 is that the best-fit curve of
the rate at which error decreases is given by 𝑦 = 0.0055𝑒 −0.009𝑥 , where 𝑦 is the error and 𝑥 is
number of iterations. This would suggest accuracy of forecasts increases at a decreasing rate
and cannot be exactly accurate ( 𝑦 = 0 ). However, this also shows how accuracy can
continuously increase as the number of iterations tends to ∞, highlighting the potential the
model has as the amount of training increases.
In order to evaluate 3 companies at once, new variables had to be created in order to
store the final evaluation of each company, allowing for other companies’ data to be evaluated
as well. Once all 3 companies were evaluated, the previously stored evaluations in the new
variables would then be called and matched against each other, with the model choosing the
company that can earn the highest profit out of the 3 provided.
With the newly constructed model, the model was trained using 2017 stock price data
of α, except those used in the Figures below (SATS Ltd., SIA and ST Engineering), before two
simulations were conducted: one whereby only 1 company is evaluated (Figure 3), and another
whereby 3 companies were evaluated and compared (Figure 4). Below are their respective
results, when epochs and batch size were set to 100 and 1 respectively:
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Fig. 3: Output statements regarding agent (investor) actions at certain time periods during T

Fig. 3 are the evaluation statements that tells the investor the total profit he could earn
by either buying, selling or holding shares at the time periods given, based on the forecasted
data of SATS Ltd., which used data from 2017 to predict 2018 prices, where Y=100. As can
be seen, $68.11 is the potential profit one could earn by investing $100 over 2018 in SATS
Ltd., a 68.11% increase of initial budget.
It should be noted that the model advises buying/selling 1 share at a time as an
indication of the action’s effectiveness, and not the highest potential each action yields. This is
to ensure the final evaluation of P is consistent as certain actions of a particular round of
evaluation may experience unexpected volatility and produce worse results. It would thus be
up to the investor’s digression as to which actions are more worthwhile to invest more in.
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Fig. 4: Output statements when SATS Ltd., ST Engineering and SIA are evaluated

Fig. 4 is what is provided to the investor when the model evaluates the best company
to invest in during T for the highest P by carrying out either buy/sell/hold actions, when only
one company can be invested into was carried out using data from SATS Ltd., SIA and ST
Engineering, where Y=100. It is similar to Fig. 1, as in order to simplify the output for the
investor, actions to be taken for the other two companies with lower P are not included, but P
is provided. The final code can be found in the appendix below.
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Research Question 3
Methodology:
1. Test accuracy of model’s forecasts against actual data
2. Compare accuracy of model with other existing models using same set of data
3. Analyse and evaluate applicability of model for small-scale/novice investors
In order to ascertain the accuracy of forecasts beyond numerical data, a graphical
representation of the forecasted stock price and actual data was done for clearer observations:

Fig. 5: Forecasted stock price of SATS Ltd.* (Green) compared to its actual stock price of 2018 (Blue)

Fig. 5 is the forecasted data of SATS Ltd., using data from 2017, super-imposed on the
actual data of 2018. As observed, the forecasted data is very similar to the actual data, thus
suggesting accurate forecasts are able to be made for both scenarios. This comparison was done
during the simulation that gave the results shown in Fig. 3, and was after model training on α.

*Window size defined as 251 as there were 251 trading days in 2018 (251 data cells).
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Further comparisons to confirm the model’s forecasting effectiveness were conducted,
between the constructed model and other existing models. MAPE was used, and the results of
the average MAPE of each models’ forecasts of the same data used for Fig. 5 are below:
Model

MAPE

Other machine-learning models (LSTM)*

0.002 (1st)

Constructed model**

0.003 (2nd)

Simple Random Walk (β3)

0.090 (3rd)

Simple Random Walk with Drift (β4)

0.091 (4th)

Premier models

0.519 (5th)

Seasonal Random Walk with Drift (β2)

0.634 (6th)

Seasonal Random Walk (β1)

0.710 (7th)

The following observations could be made from the results above:
1. Constructed model fared much better than the β models with a lower MAPE rating
2. β3 and β4 have much lower MAPE ratings than β1 and β2, unlike as in the literature
review, suggesting stock price in Singapore’s Transport Industry does not experience
high seasonality, but has daily small changes that amounts to a major increase/decrease
3. Existing machine-learning models have a slightly lower MAPE rating due to them
having more training

*MAPE value is an average of existing models that forecasted different data as the memory of the data that trained those models cannot be
carried over for our usage (unique to individual device). Instead, the model would have been untrained, causing results to be more skewed.
** Settings were 100 epochs and batch size 1
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Besides having a lower MAPE rating than most models, the constructed model is also
more user-friendly as a final verdict is provided for novice investors inexperienced in
interpreting forecasted data. Although existing LSTM models have lower MAPE ratings, they
too lack the aid provided by the constructed model, which further calculates and decides on the
best decision for the user. Moreover, as the constructed model is a machine-learning model, its
accuracy will improve as more datasets are used to train it.

Conclusion
Outcome & Discussion
After constructing the model and conducting the tests, it was concluded that the
constructed model was both accurate and most-applicable for novice investors as using it is
easy and relatively fast compared to other models, while results are also simple to understand.
However, the current technology involved in forecasting stock price is following the
advancements in technology of other sectors, and therefore may quickly phase out our model
as it becomes inefficient or not as accurate as newer models, be it using new methodologies or
refining existing ones. This is seen in how stock forecasting is undergoing during the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, with its success being more dependent on technology and artificial
intelligence, as seen in the rise of SDM and machine learning, rather than pure mathematics.
Regardless, the essence of mathematics still lies within these new models’ foundations,
and cannot be substituted or removed completely, with SDM’s inaccuracy being proof of that.
The rise of technology has resulted in the calculation of equations being completed quicker and
more accurately without error. It is thus pivotal for upcoming investors to understand the
mathematics behind investment to improve on existing models and push the boundaries of
stock forecasting. If not, the strength of technology is wasted on calculating mathematical
equations that are incorrect to begin with.
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Limitations & Areas for Improvement
Due to the time constraints of our project, as well as specifications of digital devices,
the model could only undergo testing within the Singaporean transport Industry and could
not be better improved by testing with other datasets, as it could have led to the model’s
memory base becoming too big for the device’s processor units, and would have taken too
long to compute. Thus, the model’s accuracy could have been further improved by
expanding its usage to other markets.
The model can also be improved upon by allowing it to calculate the possible profit that
could be earned by the investor when he invests in more than one company at a time. This
would not only increase total possible profit, but it also allows for a lower risk taken by the
investor as there are other companies invested in to compensate for any unexpected losses
in a particular company, but once again would require greater device specifications to
manage the greater amount of evaluation.
This risk of unexpected events occurring could also be taken into account as technology
advances, allowing for artificial intelligence to stay updated on current affairs and feed
back the knowledge to the model, and warn investors of possible risks and volatility when
investing in a particular company.
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Appendix
Research Question 1 – Forecasting Model
#import statements
import sys
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import math
import numpy as np
import random
from google.colab import files #code written in google colaboratory, change according to platform
import io
import keras
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.models import load_model
from keras.layers import Dense
from keras.optimizers import Adam
from keras.layers import LSTM
from keras.layers import Dropout
from collections import deque
#uploading data
filename = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
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regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
#plot graph
plt.plot(real_stock_price, color = 'blue', label = 'Real Stock Price') #change accordingly
plt.plot(predicted_stock_price, color = 'green', label = 'Predicted Stock Price') #change accordingly
plt.title('Stock Price Prediction') #change accordingly
plt.xlabel('Time') #change accordingly, can add additional code to display time stamps
plt.ylabel('Stock Price') #change accordingly
plt.legend()
plt.show()
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Research Question 1 – Evaluation Model
#import statements
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
sns.set()
from collections import deque
import random
import tensorflow.compat.v1 as tf
from google.colab import files #code written in google colaboratory, change according to platform
import io
tf.compat.v1.disable_eager_execution()
#uploading data
filename = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
df = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename]))
#defining the AI agent
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
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def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell = []
states_buy = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 unit at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
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bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell.append(t)
try:
invest = ((close[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
invest = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 unit at price %f, investment %f %%, total balance %f,'% (t, close[t], in
vest, initial_money))
state = next_state
invest = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
total_gains = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window
):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit, cost, st
arting_money))
#evaluating actions
close = df.Close.values.tolist()
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #change accordingly
skip = 1
batch_size = 1 #change accordingly
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = close, skip = skip, bat
ch_size = batch_size)
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agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money)
#change accordingly, checkpoint optional
#final evaluation statements
states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)

Research Question 2 – Final Constructed Model
def one():
#import statements
import sys
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import math
import numpy as np
import random
from google.colab import files #code written in google colaboratory, change according to platform
import io
import keras
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.models import load_model
from keras.layers import Dense
from keras.optimizers import Adam
from keras.layers import LSTM
from keras.layers import Dropout
from collections import deque
#uploading data
filename = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
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#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
predicted_stock_price = predicted_stock_price.tolist()
open = []
for i in range(250):
individual_price = predicted_stock_price[i-1][0]
open.append(individual_price)
import tensorflow.compat.v1 as tf
tf.compat.v1.disable_eager_execution()
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
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self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
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cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell = []
states_buy = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
shares = []
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy.append(t)
shares.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 share at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell.append(t)
shares = shares[1:]
try:
invest = ((open[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
invest = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 share at price %f, invest %f, total balance %f,'% (t, open[t], invest, ini
tial_money))
state = next_state
invest = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
total_gains = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_windo
w):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
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starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit, cost,
starting_money))
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #number of entries
skip = 1 #increase to reduce entries evaluated
batch_size = 1 #change according to accuracy preference
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = open, skip = skip, ba
tch_size = batch_size)
agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money) #change accordingly, c
heckpoint optional
states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)
print("---------------------------------------")
profit = round(total_gains, 2)
new_filename = filename[:-4]
print(new_filename, "Total Profit: $", profit)
def two():
#import statements
import sys
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import math
import numpy as np
import random
from google.colab import files #code written in google colaboratory, change according to platform
import io
import keras
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.models import load_model
from keras.layers import Dense
from keras.optimizers import Adam
from keras.layers import LSTM
from keras.layers import Dropout
from collections import deque
#uploading data for company 1
filename = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
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uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
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X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
predicted_stock_price = predicted_stock_price.tolist()
open = []
for i in range(250):
individual_price = predicted_stock_price[i-1][0]
open.append(individual_price)
#uploading data for company two
filename2 = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename2]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
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dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename2)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
predicted_stock_price = predicted_stock_price.tolist()
open_two = []
for i in range(250):
individual_price = predicted_stock_price[i-1][0]
open_two.append(individual_price)
#evaluation
import tensorflow.compat.v1 as tf
tf.compat.v1.disable_eager_execution()
#evaluation for company one
total_gains = 0
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
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self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell = []
states_buy = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
shares = []
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
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if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy.append(t)
shares.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 share at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell.append(t)
shares = shares[1:]
try:
invest = ((open[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
invest = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 share at price %f, invest %f, total balance %f,'% (t, open[t], invest, ini
tial_money))
state = next_state
invest = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
total_gains = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_windo
w):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit, cost,
starting_money))
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #number of entries
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skip = 1 #increase to reduce entries evaluated
batch_size = 1 #change according to accuracy preference
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = open, skip = skip, ba
tch_size = batch_size)
agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money) #change accordingly, c
heckpoint optional
profit = round(total_gains, 2)
#evaluation for company two
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
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for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell2 = []
states_buy2 = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy2.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 share at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell2.append(t)
try:
invest = ((open_two[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
invest = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 share at price %f, invest2 %f, total balance %f,'% (t, open_two[t], inv
est, initial_money))
state = next_state
invest2 = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
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total_gains2 = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy2, states_sell2, total_gains2, invest2
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_windo
w):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit, cost,
starting_money))
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #number of entries
skip = 1 #increase to reduce entries evaluated
batch_size = 1 #change according to accuracy preference
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = open_two, skip = ski
p, batch_size = batch_size)
agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money) #change accordingly, c
heckpoint optional
profit_two = round(total_gains, 2)
print("---------------------------------------")
if profit >= profit_two:
new_filename = filename[:-4]
states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)
print(new_filename, "Total Profit: $", profit)
print("Other Company:")
print(filename2, "Total Profit:", profit_two)
else:
new_filename = filename2[:-4]
states_buy2, states_sell2, total_gains2, invest2 = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)
print(new_filename, "Total Profit: $", profit_two)
print("Other Company:")
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print(filename, "Total Profit:", profit)
def three():
#import statements
import sys
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import math
import numpy as np
import random
from google.colab import files #code written in google colaboratory, change according to platform
import io
import keras
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.models import load_model
from keras.layers import Dense
from keras.optimizers import Adam
from keras.layers import LSTM
from keras.layers import Dropout
from collections import deque
#uploading data for company 1
filename = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
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regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
predicted_stock_price = predicted_stock_price.tolist()
open = []
for i in range(250):
individual_price = predicted_stock_price[i-1][0]
open.append(individual_price)
#uploading data for company two
filename2 = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename2]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
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X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename2)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
predicted_stock_price = predicted_stock_price.tolist()
open_two = []
for i in range(250):
individual_price = predicted_stock_price[i-1][0]
open_two.append(individual_price)
#uploading data for company three
filename3 = str(input("Input the file name of your data:")) + ".csv"
uploaded = files.upload()
dataset_train = pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploaded[filename3]))
training_set = dataset_train.iloc[:, 1:2].values
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#scaling data
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
sc = MinMaxScaler(feature_range = (0, 1))
training_set_scaled = sc.fit_transform(training_set)
#print(training_set_scaled) #optional
#defining np arrays
X_train = []
y_train = []
for i in range(60, 250): #change X in (60, X) according to number of data entries
X_train.append(training_set_scaled[i-60:i, 0])
y_train.append(training_set_scaled[i, 0])
X_train, y_train = np.array(X_train), np.array(y_train)
X_train = np.reshape(X_train, (X_train.shape[0], X_train.shape[1], 1))
#print(X_train) #optional
#print(y_train)
#model training
regressor = Sequential()
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True, input_shape = (X_train.shape[1], 1)))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50, return_sequences = True))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(LSTM(units = 50))
regressor.add(Dropout(0.2))
regressor.add(Dense(units = 1))
regressor.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'mean_squared_error')
regressor.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs = 120, batch_size = 2) #change according to accuracy needs
#calling actual data for comparison
dataset_test = pd.read_csv(filename2)
real_stock_price = dataset_test.iloc[:, 1:2].values
dataset_total = pd.concat((dataset_train['Open'], dataset_test['Open']), axis = 0)
inputs = dataset_total[len(dataset_total) - len(dataset_test) - 60:].values
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1)
inputs = sc.transform(inputs)
X_test = []
for i in range(60, 310): #data entries + 60 for second value
X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i, 0])
X_test = np.array(X_test)
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0], X_test.shape[1], 1))
predicted_stock_price = regressor.predict(X_test)
predicted_stock_price = sc.inverse_transform(predicted_stock_price)
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predicted_stock_price = predicted_stock_price.tolist()
open_three = []
for i in range(250):
individual_price = predicted_stock_price[i-1][0]
open_three.append(individual_price)
#evaluation
import tensorflow.compat.v1 as tf
tf.compat.v1.disable_eager_execution()
#evaluation for company one
total_gains = 0
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
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mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell = []
states_buy = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
shares = []
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy.append(t)
shares.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 share at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell.append(t)
shares = shares[1:]
try:
invest = ((open[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
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invest = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 share at price %f, invest %f, total balance %f,'% (t, open[t], invest, ini
tial_money))
state = next_state
invest = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
total_gains = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_windo
w):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit, cost,
starting_money))
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #number of entries
skip = 1 #increase to reduce entries evaluated
batch_size = 1 #change according to accuracy preference
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = open, skip = skip, ba
tch_size = batch_size)
agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money) #change accordingly, c
heckpoint optional
profit = round(total_gains, 2)
#evaluation for company two
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
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self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
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target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell2 = []
states_buy2 = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy2.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 share at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell2.append(t)
try:
invest2 = ((open_two[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
invest2 = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 share at price %f, invest2 %f, total balance %f,'% (t, open_two[t], inv
est, initial_money))
state = next_state
invest2 = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
total_gains2 = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy2, states_sell2, total_gains2, invest2
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit2 = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_windo
w):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
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starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit2 += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit2, cost
, starting_money))
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #number of entries
skip = 1 #increase to reduce entries evaluated
batch_size = 1 #change according to accuracy preference
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = open_two, skip = ski
p, batch_size = batch_size)
agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money) #change accordingly, c
heckpoint optional
profit_two = round(total_gains2, 2)
#evaluation for company three
class Agent:
def __init__(self, state_size, window_size, trend, skip, batch_size):
self.state_size = state_size
self.window_size = window_size
self.half_window = window_size // 2
self.trend = trend
self.skip = skip
self.action_size = 3
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.memory = deque(maxlen = 1000)
self.inventory = []
self.gamma = 0.95
self.epsilon = 0.5
self.epsilon_min = 0.01
self.epsilon_decay = 0.999
tf.reset_default_graph()
self.sess = tf.InteractiveSession()
self.X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.state_size])
self.Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, self.action_size])
feed = tf.layers.dense(self.X, 256, activation = tf.nn.relu)
self.logits = tf.layers.dense(feed, self.action_size)
self.cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(self.Y - self.logits))
self.optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(1e-5).minimize(self.cost)
self.sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
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def act(self, state):
if random.random() <= self.epsilon:
return random.randrange(self.action_size)
return np.argmax(self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: state})[0])
def get_state(self, t):
window_size = self.window_size + 1
d = t - window_size + 1
block = self.trend[d : t + 1] if d >= 0 else -d * [self.trend[0]] + self.trend[0 : t + 1]
res = []
for i in range(window_size - 1):
res.append(block[i + 1] - block[i])
return np.array([res])
def replay(self, batch_size):
mini_batch = []
l = len(self.memory)
for i in range(l - batch_size, l):
mini_batch.append(self.memory[i])
replay_size = len(mini_batch)
X = np.empty((replay_size, self.state_size))
Y = np.empty((replay_size, self.action_size))
states = np.array([a[0][0] for a in mini_batch])
new_states = np.array([a[3][0] for a in mini_batch])
Q = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: states})
Q_new = self.sess.run(self.logits, feed_dict = {self.X: new_states})
for i in range(len(mini_batch)):
state, action, reward, next_state, done = mini_batch[i]
target = Q[i]
target[action] = reward
if not done:
target[action] += self.gamma * np.amax(Q_new[i])
X[i] = state
Y[i] = target
cost, _ = self.sess.run(
[self.cost, self.optimizer], feed_dict = {self.X: X, self.Y: Y})
if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min:
self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay
return cost
def buy(self, initial_money):
starting_money = initial_money
states_sell3 = []
states_buy3 = []
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and initial_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_window):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
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initial_money -= self.trend[t]
states_buy3.append(t)
print('day %d: buy 1 share at price %f, total balance %f'% (t, self.trend[t], initial_money))
elif action == 2 and len(inventory):
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
initial_money += self.trend[t]
states_sell3.append(t)
try:
invest3 = ((open_three[t] - bought_price) / bought_price) * 100
except:
invest3 = 0
print('day %d, sell 1 share at price %f, invest2 %f, total balance %f,'% (t, open_two[t], inv
est, initial_money))
state = next_state
invest3 = ((initial_money - starting_money) / starting_money) * 100
total_gains3 = initial_money - starting_money
return states_buy3, states_sell3, total_gains3, invest3
def train(self, iterations, checkpoint, initial_money):
for i in range(iterations):
total_profit3 = 0
inventory = []
state = self.get_state(0)
starting_money = initial_money
for t in range(0, len(self.trend) - 1, self.skip):
action = self.act(state)
next_state = self.get_state(t + 1)
if action == 1 and starting_money >= self.trend[t] and t < (len(self.trend) - self.half_windo
w):
inventory.append(self.trend[t])
starting_money -= self.trend[t]
elif action == 2 and len(inventory) > 0:
bought_price = inventory.pop(0)
total_profit3 += self.trend[t] - bought_price
starting_money += self.trend[t]
invest3 = ((starting_money - initial_money) / initial_money)
self.memory.append((state, action, invest, next_state, starting_money < initial_money))
state = next_state
batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory))
cost = self.replay(batch_size)
if (i+1) % checkpoint == 0:
print('epoch: %d, total rewards: %f.3, cost: %f, total money: %f'%(i + 1, total_profit3, cost
, starting_money))
initial_money = 100 #change accordingly
window_size = 251 #number of entries
skip = 1 #increase to reduce entries evaluated
batch_size = 1 #change according to accuracy preference
agent = Agent(state_size = window_size, window_size = window_size, trend = open_three, skip = s
kip, batch_size = batch_size)
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agent.train(iterations = 200, checkpoint = 30, initial_money = initial_money) #change accordingly, c
heckpoint optional
profit_three = round(total_gains3, 2)
print("---------------------------------------")
if profit >= profit_two and profit >=profit_three:
new_filename = filename[:-4]
states_buy, states_sell, total_gains, invest = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)
print(new_filename, "Total Profit: $", profit)
print("Other Companies:")
print(filename2, "Total Profit:", profit_two)
print(filename3, "Total Profit:", profit_three)
elif profit_two >= profit and profit_two >=profit_three:
new_filename = filename2[:-4]
states_buy2, states_sell2, total_gains2, invest2 = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)
print(new_filename, "Total Profit: $", profit_two)
print("Other Companies:")
print(filename, "Total Profit:", profit)
print(filename3, "Total Profit:", profit_three)
elif profit_three >= profit and profit_three >=profit_two:
new_filename = filename3[:-4]
states_buy3, states_sell3, total_gains3, invest3 = agent.buy(initial_money = initial_money)
print(new_filename, "Total Profit: $", profit_three)
print("Other Companies:")
print(filename, "Total Profit:", profit)
print(filename2, "Total Profit:", profit_two)
#user inputs
decision = int(input("Input number of companies to evaluate:"))
if decision == 1:
one()
elif decision == 2:
two()
elif decision == 3:
three()
else:
decision = int(input("Input number of companies to evaluate:"))
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